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Underway 2019 
Counterclockwise around the country  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Hello West Coast! 
the one where we return to old stompin’ grounds 

Saturday 5 Oct. — Early alarm, set. Shore power, disconnected. Mooring lines, cast off. 
We are ready to get underway early — but the truck tailgate is frozen shut! It rained last night 
and then the temperature dropped just enough to make trouble. The tools we need to hitch 
up are in the truck bed, so Dave drives the truck to find a sunbeam to melt the ice. We’ll be 
packing a travel hair dryer next trip! 

We have 362 miles to travel today, and our route west begins by towing through part 
of Yellowstone. Last night the park had a snowstorm which closed a majority of the roads. 
Dave’s careful trip planning pays off — as our route uses the roads lower in elevation and are 
usually the only roads that remain open after 
storms. And so it is today. We tow under the 
arch, up past the Mammoth Hot Springs, the 
roads dusted in snow. Turn right at Norris 
Geyser Basin, avoid the crazy bicyclists pedaling 
on the narrow and snowy roads, and out the 
west entrance.  

Our stop for the night is the county 
fairgrounds in Twin Falls Idaho. We opt for no 
hookups, at ten dollars a night. Next to the 4-H 
barns, the bath house is open and one of the 
nicer facilities we’ve seen this trip. To amuse 
ourselves and stretch our legs after a long day, we stroll around the barns and rodeo arena 
looking for photo opportunities.  

Sunday 6 Oct. — Just 200 miles today into Nevada. 
Lots of sagebrush, and not much else. The ranch 
lands appear empty, but occasionally we see a 
‘wildlife’ bridge over the highway. Four miles off 
the highway we camp for free on BLM land at the 
Carlin Canyon campground. This is very off the 
grid. Vault toilets, no utilities, not even a wifi or cell 
signal. But the orange sunset is worth watching!  
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Dave wakes up early and takes advantage of being in the middle of no where by 
taking some star photos. 

Monday 7 Oct. — Another monster day behind the wheel for Dave. 350 lonely desert 
highway miles. I don’t think we stopped once. We did pass a massive military weapons depot 
— and even drove past as they detonated some old munitions. Mushroom cloud, smoke ring, 
the whole thing. Funny, we didn’t hear it go. Evening finds us camped in a private 
campground on the hill west of Mono Lake, in Lee Vining, California.  

Real life catches up with us here. Making camp reservations for December in Florida is 
not for the faint hearted, or impatient. Three hours for three camp sites! We both work the 
calendar, and try to set up dates with as many friends as we can for the coming legs of our 
journey — as many as time will allow. As we write, a massive storm is bringing 3-5 inches of 
snow to Gardiner, 12 in Bozeman, and temperatures in the single digits. Wow, did we leave 
just in time!  

On Wednesday, our last day, the high winds have died down and we escape the trailer 
for some local sight seeing. We load up the cameras and explore the tufta stones at Mono 
Lake. The pillars rising from the lake are interesting to see and photograph. Created by 
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sediment from underwater springs, I was surprised to see, rather than stripes of silt deposits, 
the structure is more like broken chunks of concrete. A few birds bob on the super salty water. 

Guidebooks say that we should check out the rock formations at the Devil’s Postpile, 
south of Lee Vining at Mammoth Lakes. So we drive the hour there, navigate the eleven crazy 
(scary!!) cliffside one-and-a-half lane miles to the bottom, only to discover there is no parking 
to be had. And no place to pull over and wait in hopes of someone leaving. Retracing the 
eleven miles is even scarier this time — we are on the outboard side! To salvage the afternoon, 
we drive by the June Lake area. The aspens look lovely around June Lake but we don’t a find 
a place to pull out for pictures. Private homes ring the shore. The other lakes in the area are 
barren and rocky, not even a weed on the shore!  

Thursday 10 Oct. — Our coldest morning — 24 degrees. 350 miles, via Yosemite, to 
Monterey today. The truck makes it over Tioga Pass, elevation 9943 feet, with surprisingly less 
work than some of the other passes we’ve been through. This is the highest we’ve towed the 
Airstream. But Dave has his work cut out for him 
navigating the stretch of road through Yosemite. We 
pass immensely tall pine and redwood trees. Smoke 
filters through the trees and smogs the horizon. A 
prescribed burn a single small sign says.  

Successfully down the west side of the Sierras 
we now cross the central valley, past mile upon mile of 
almond groves. The roads are atrocious. The traffic 
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feels manic after the desolation of Nevada. The drivers, clearly insane. We are headed for 
Monterey on the central coast — the town we lived in when we were first married. Bought our 
first house. And later, Dave was a Commanding Officer for the first time. We are looking 
forward to revisiting some old favorite ocean vistas and restaurants. Maybe look up a friend 
or two!? 

Finally! The familiar sign for the turn to Monterey. The traffic volume is more than 
double what we remember from living here thirty and even fifteen years ago. The line of cars 
is solid in both directions, and I feel pity for the residents attempting to turn out of their 
neighborhoods on to this road.  

The high dunes on the edge of town are still there — and locals are still decorating the 
tops with love messages built of driftwood and other ocean flotsam. From the highway we 
can see a lot has changed. Big box stores in the town of Marina where there used to be 
empty sand and a few spools of fishing gear. Flashy homes and apartment complexes within 
the restricted access boundaries of what used to be Fort Ord. In Seaside, even the streets are 
unrecognizable — the merchant landmarks changed, intersections redesigned, and a fenced 
in bike path is installed down the middle of the street!  

Our camp for the next week takes advantage of a military benefit. There is an RV 
campground tucked along the edge of the Navy golf course. For our friends that are 
unfamiliar with what I am talking about, Monterey CA is the home to the Navy’s Postgraduate 
School (where Dave obtained his masters and doctorate degrees). The Navy also has their 
weather forecasting and research facility here. The Department of Defense has their language 
school in Monterey. The massive Fort Ord Army base, in military use since 1917, was home to 
the 7th Light Infantry Division, but is now closed. The golf course (built in the 60’s) is part of 
the recreation facilities for the military here, and has luckily survived all of the downsizing and 
closing of anything fun. Retired military are allowed to make use of the campground, space 
permitting.  

The campground also happens to be at the end of the runway for the local airport. 
Which we need Friday morning. Dave flies off early for a talk in Nebraska. He’ll return 
tomorrow. Today I finish sewing all the ‘blocks’ for my Jack’s Chain project. Now all I need is a 
place to lay them all out and decide what order to put them in to make the top. Hmmmm….  

We’ve traded nights in the twenties for nights in the mid forties and highs in the mid 
70s. Mountain air for ocean breezes. Bison and beef burgers for scallops and heirloom 
tomato salads. $2.90 diesel for $4.89 diesel. And lots of traffic! Somehow, it feels like home.  
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Next week Dave has more business travel but we are looking forward to getting 
reacquainted with Monterey! 

Until next week Mom … Love, Kath 
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our fair grounds camp site in Twin Falls, ID
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the stop sign on the road to the canyon struck us as amusing
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the BLM canyon camp site in Nevada
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